LOADING METHOD FOR BAGGED CLAY (48 UNITS) IN 50’ BOXCARS

A – PAL-COR FILLER – 4’ X 8’ X 6” TO REDUCE LENGTHWISE VOIDS
B – 48” x 84” x 8 PLY DID BAGS. BAGS TO FIT FACE OF LOAD, KEEP MINIMUM OF 1 INCH OFF OF FLOOR TO PREVENT CHAFFING.
C – 4’ X 8’ X 2” SHEETS OF PAL-COR REDUCING 17” LENGTHWISE VOID TO 8”, PROTECTING AIRBAGS
D – A 21” LATERAL VOID CONTAINING 2 – 4’ X 8’ X 2” PAL-COR SHEETS WITH 10” DOR-KOR HONEYCOMB FILLER
E – 4’ X 8’ X 6” PAL-COR BETWEEN LADING AND OFF DOOR